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Abstract

The creation of 3-D CAD models is one of the key steps in the fusion reactor design cycle, and is very much a recurring process.
A common division of labour sees engineers, draughtspeople, and analysts iterate ideas, requirements and constraints, 3-D CAD
model(s), and analyses, respectively, to iteratively converge upon a working design. Whilst this traditional approach may work well
during detailed design (e.g. for ITER), we contend that it is sub-optimal during the conceptual design, due to the large overheads
associated with dealing with relatively mercurial geometries, load cases, and boundary conditions.

In this work, we demonstrate that the automatic generation of 3-D CAD models for conceptual DEMO-class tokamak reactors is
possible. The models, which comprise all major components ranging from the in-vessel components to the concrete radiation shield,
are automatically produced for a given design point in approximately 30 seconds. This represents a significant acceleration of the
traditional manual 3-D CAD model generation process for a typical reactor concept (∼1 month). The CAD data are generated within
a reactor design framework and can be used for a range of purposes. We highlight the use case for neutronics, by demonstrating
that a simplified 3-D 360◦ global neutronics model can be automatically built from the ground up and run, using faceted geometry
and smeared material properties, all in under 1 hour.
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1. Introduction

The design and analysis of future fusion reactors inevitably
revolves around geometry. Whereas in the past it was possi-
ble to design machines using only pencil and paper, it is now
unthinkable to do so without resorting to 3-D computer aided
design (CAD) models.

Since the 1960’s CAD has been at the forefront of engineer-
ing. Originally and literally quite a broad term, “CAD” appears
to have narrowed in definition, and is nowadays usually used to
refer to three-dimensional (3-D) geometric models. Such 3-D
CAD models are the currency of modern engineering, enabling
a wide variety of different design and analysis activities to take
place.

Surveying the use of 3-D CAD in the design of future fusion
reactors today, one can make some noteworthy observations:

(i) Highly specialised proprietary software packages are used
to create 3-D CAD models (typically CATIA R©), which in-
variably have expensive licences for commercial use.

(ii) The CAD software is used almost exclusively by dedicated
users, often referred to as “designers” or “CAD techni-
cians”, who have usually received training in the software
and spend the vast majority of their working time using it.

(iii) Despite CAD software typically having very sophisticated
methods for parametric design, these are seldom used. The
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norm in the community is manual CAD generation and
modification.

(iv) The CAD models are required as inputs to a broad range
of analysis activities such as finite element analyses (FEA)
and neutronics studies, yet they are not immediately com-
patible with either. CAD models are frequently “de-
constructed” or “de-featured” to enable them to be used
in subsequent analyses.

The above points lead to relatively lengthy design cycles: a
CAD technician may spend a month building a 3-D CAD model
before handing it over to a neutronicist, who may spend another
month converting the geometry to a use-able format, before car-
rying out the analysis. This division of labour may make sense
in the detailed engineering design phase (such as for ITER’s
present needs), when design changes are relatively small, man-
ufacturing costs dominate, and high-fidelity analyses are neces-
sary. In the conceptual design phase, however, we believe that it
introduces unnecessary and expensive overheads which hinder
the design process.

The interface between CAD models and analysis models is,
in some more sophisticated FEA software (e.g. ANSYS R©), now
handled quite well, as in-situ CAD creation packages are pro-
vided. For neutronics, however, no such software exists for
complex geometric models. Several authors have tackled this
problem (see e.g. [1, 2]). Here we demonstrate that the creation
of 3-D CAD models need not be as lengthy and expensive an
exercise as is commonly thought. We generate a fairly com-
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plete 3-D CAD model automatically from the parameterised 2-
D geometry procedures within the BLUEPRINT reactor design
framework [3].

We further demonstrate the coupling of the 3-D CAD model
to a simplified global neutronics model, which serves to cal-
culate a range of integral values useful in the design of future
fusion reactors.

2. Creation of reactor CAD model

This section describes the process of generation a CAD
model for a tokamak parametrically. Many of the operations
are straight-forward to grasp once the fundamentals are laid out,
therefore we describe only certain steps in detail.

2.1. CAD function library

CAD software packages are built around a number of funda-
mental low-level data-types and functions which are not of in-
terest to the average user. The higher-level functions, however,
are typically exposed to the user in a clear and understandable
form, and are fairly intuitive to most mechanical engineers —
as they stem from machining and manufacturing steps.

Here we make use of an open-source CAD software package,
Open CASCADE Technology (OCCT) [4], and more specif-
ically a Python wrapper for it, Open CASCADE Commu-
nity Edition (OCE) [5]. Around this CAD package, we have
built an extremely simple set of tools, which allows geome-
try to be built parametrically directly within the BLUEPRINT
framework. Note that excellent open-source options with much
higher functionality also exist (such as FreeCAD [6], also built
upon OCCT); however, for our purposes these are not required.

Two useful primitive shapes are supported: polygons and
Bézier splines. The former are useful for simpler shapes, with
few edges (such as squares), and the latter are useful and com-
putational convenient for curvier and more complex shapes
(such as a figure of eight). Shapes combining both polygons
and splines are also supported.

A range of simple high-level functions has been built around
the manipulation of sets of 2-D coordinates: (i) extrude, (ii)
revolve, (iii) sweep, (iv) loft, (v) Boolean fuse, and (vi) Boolean
cut, based on the lower-level functions provided in OCE.

Some high-level geometry manipulations also come in use-
ful: (i) rotate, (ii) translate, (iii) mirror, and (iv) scale.

These shape primitives, functions and manipulations are suf-
ficient to create most simple engineering geometries, and when
properly combined can produce some realistic geometries of
fusion reactor components.

CAD boundary representation (BRep) objects created with
the OCCT/OCE packages in the BLUEPRINT framework can
be exported in two common and useful file formats: STEP and
STL.

2.2. Component creation

The components themselves are created based on 2-D cross-
sections generated inside the BLUEPRINT framework, see Fig-
ure 1 (left). Groups of 2-D coordinates are then used to create

3-D CAD objects via a set of of the aforementioned functions
and manipulations. Figure 2 depicts the procedure for a typical
reactor vacuum vessel.

As these components are intended for use in a high-level
global CAD model, the level of detail is only of the first order;
we are interested here in “space reservations” of the various
parts of the tokamak. Most components, such as the vacuum
vessel, radiation shield, and divertor, are modelled using sin-
gle space reservations and smeared material properties. For the
breeding blanket, which naturally is of particular importance
for the TBR result in particular, we make radial sub-divisions
representing the first wall and armour, breeding zone, mani-
folds, and back supporting structure. Each of these radial layers
has a different material composition, assuming a helium-cooled
pebble bed (HCPB) design and thicknesses and material com-
positions from [7]. Similarly, we sub-divide the toroidal field
coils into winding pack (with smeared properties assuming a
Nb3Sn conductor) and casing volumes (with a mixture of steel
and helium).

2.3. Full reactor model

An assembly of the various components representing the full
reactor can be created, see Figure 1 (centre). Note that when
one controls the geometry creation process from the ground up,
one is also responsible to ensure that there are no clashes be-
tween components. This is fairly straightforward to control in
the 2-D reactor cross-section, but care must also be taken that
no clashes are introduced when porting the 2-D geometries into
3-D CAD models.

Component patterning is implemented to increase computa-
tional efficiency, but axisymmetry need not be maintained; indi-
vidual components can trivially be introduced in different sec-
tors (e.g. for a neutral beam injector).

It takes approximately 30 seconds on a single Intel i-7 pro-
cessor to build the full 360◦ 3-D CAD models for the plasma,
blankets, divertors, vacuum vessel and ports, thermal shields,
toroidal and poloidal field coils, central solenoid, cryostat vac-
uum vessel, and radiation shield. The run-time of this opera-
tion is dominated by Boolean operations on complex shapes,
and could be reduced by parallelising the multiple independent
processes, simplifying the shapes on which Boolean operations
are performed, and improving the build procedures and their
sequencing.

3. Coupling to neutronics model

In this section we describe our process for coupling the 3-D
reactor CAD model generated in BLUEPRINT to a simplified
global neutronics model, implemented in OpenMC [8]. This
global model serves as a fairly low fidelity analysis to check in-
tegral parameters, such as the tritium breeding ratio, and heat
deposition in various components. Such parameters inform
later analyses and design activities in subsequent steps in the
reactor design procedures in BLUEPRINT.

3-D CAD models (BRep objects) for each set of components
are exported as STEP (AP214) files, with a separate file being
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Figure 1: The geometry creation procedure in BLUEPRINT, showing: (left) the 2-D reactor cross-section, (centre) the resulting 3-D CAD model, and (right) cropped
views of the reactor cross-section and mid-plane plan in the radiation transport model

Figure 2: (left) 2-D cross-sections of the vacuum vessel space reservation
(right) the assembled CAD component. The main body is toroidally revolved
about the machine axis, the port cross-sections are extruded into the main body,
and Boolean cuts hollow out the penetrations into the main body.

made for each sub-component with a different material compo-
sition (e.g. magnet case, and magnet winding pack). A meta-
data file is also created, assigning materials to each geometry
file.

3.1. CAD model post-processing
In our procedure, we use Trelis ProTM1 and the direct acceler-

ated geometry Monte Carlo (DAGMC) toolkit [9, 10] to check
the STEP files that have been created from the BRep objects. A
number of algorithms are run:

(i) Imprinting and merging: which consists of aligning ver-
tices along coincident surfaces of the same volume

(ii) Making watertight: which consists of ensuring that all vol-
umes are fully closed, or “watertight”

(iii) Removing duplicate surfaces, edges and vertices (if any)
(iv) Exporting the STEP files as faceted geometry with mate-

rial information (h5m format)
These steps can also assist with debugging, as they will point

to problem areas in the CAD models, which can otherwise be
hard to identify if issues arise within the radiation transport sim-
ulation. These checks do, however, come at a price in terms of
run-time; with approximately twenty minutes being required to
carry out these steps on this model (on a single core), with up-
wards of 500 volumes, corresponding to approximately half a
million facets. Volume clash checks can also be automated, but
slow the procedure down considerably, such that it is wiser to
ensure that no clashes occur during the geometry parameterisa-
tion stage.

We also carefully select which CAD artefacts to use in the
neutronics analysis. All key components are retained except
for the thermal shield (which is a thin part with a complicated
geometry), and the plasma (whose low density means it is effec-
tively negligible in terms of neutron transport). Small, detailed
features and parts (such as the coil gravity supports or poloidal
field coil supports) are also deliberately left out of the analysis.

1Note that Trelis is commercial software, and requires a licence. In future
we plan to drop its use in the procedure described here, replacing the imprinting
and merging algorithm with an open-source tool.
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3.2. Material properties

Making use of the neutronics material maker package [11],
material properties are assigned to different geometry files. The
material properties used for the various components (e.g. EU-
ROfer, CuCrZr, tungsten, helium, etc.) are implemented as sug-
gested in [12]. Volume-averaged (smeared) properties are used
for each of the volumes, as in this global model our interest pri-
marily lies in a rough estimation of integral properties, rather
than detailed tallies. For more realistic results, heterogeneity
is a prerequisite. This would however require more detailed
geometry, which has not yet been included. The space reser-
vations shown here could be parameterised in more detail for
higher fidelity results. An example of how this might look for
the breeding blanket can be found in [2].

3.3. Neutronics analysis

Our choice of OpenMC for radiation transport is motivated
by the fact that it is open source, and its capability to handle
faceted geometry (through the DAGMC toolkit, integrated in
OpenMC), doing away with an otherwise fairly complex geom-
etry pre-processing step common in other Monte Carlo neutron
transport codes, namely the conversion of 3-D CAD models
into constructive solid geometry (CSG) format.

We choose to use a full 360◦ model, as opposed to a reac-
tor sector slice with a cyclical boundary condition, see Figure
1 (right). This is to enable estimations of key reactor perfor-
mance parameters with acyclical port penetrations (such as neu-
tral beams, limiters, etc.). This is particularly important when
estimating the TBR of a reactor; at present, for the EU-DEMO,
a significant TBR penalty of 0.05 is assigned to penetrations,
when compared with the TBR evaluated over a cyclical geom-
etry with no penetrations [13].

An axisymmetric, volumetric D-T fusion neutron source
term, based on [14], parameterised in OpenMC [8] is used. The
source term procedure is provided with the various reactor de-
sign parameters from the overall framework (plasma geometry,
temperatures, and fusion power). D-D fusion is ignored.

Coupled neutron and photon transport was used in order to
estimate the total heat deposition and energy multiplication in
the reactor.

3.4. Results and discussion

For integral neutronics parameters in the regions near the
plasma, converged results can be obtained with relatively few
neutrons. Here, we run 100,000 neutrons on 64 cores, taking
approximately 25 minutes in real time. One third of this dura-
tion is taken up by non-scalable activities such as the loading of
data, initialisation of the model, etc. The remaining two thirds
of this time is for the actual radiation transport calculation, and
could be accelerated by using more cores.

The tritium breeding ratio (TBR) of this machine was found
to be 1.07, with no penetrations into the blanket accounted for.
Figure 3 shows the TBR per mesh voxel, showing the tritium
breeding concentrated in the blanket segments. The total heat
deposition (neutronic and photonic) in the blanket was found to
be 1930 MW, and in the divertors this value was 125 MW.

Figure 3: Section through the OpenMC neutronics model, showing the TBR
tally per mesh voxel. Note that this mesh-based tally result takes longer to
compute than the simple integral values in which we are interested here.

Given that we are using a HCPB blanket material composi-
tion and radial decomposition from 2015 [7], but with a thinner
outboard blanket segment (1.1 m instead of 1.3 m), it is per-
haps not surprising that we find lower TBR values (1.07 here,
compared to 1.20 in [7]). Given that the target TBR for such
axisymmetric reactor models2 is normally taken to be around
1.10, this reactor and blanket would need to be re-designed
somewhat to meet this criterion. This could involve thicken-
ing the blanket, or making more efficient use of the allocated
space; increasing the size of the breeder zone or altering its ma-
terial composition for improved breeding.

The results from the global neutronics model are used as in-
puts in further analyses in the rest of the BLUEPRINT frame-
work, such as in the reactor power balance calculation, where
the heat deposition in the various components can be ultimately
used to estimate the overall efficiency of the reactor. These inte-
gral neutronics parameters are thus important performance pa-
rameters for the reactor. The point of having a relatively low
fidelity model is to enable different designs to be explored from
a neutronics perspective relatively rapidly. This in turn paves
the way for design optimisation of the reactor geometry with
preliminary TBR and neutronic heating estimates.

For regions further away from the plasma, considerably more
neutron histories would need to be simulated in order to ob-
tain converged results, preferably along with some advanced
variance reduction techniques, which are not yet available in
OpenMC.

The classical design iteration involving reactor engineers,
CAD technicians, and neutronicists in order to carry out neu-
tronics simulations on conceptual designs takes orders of mag-
nitude longer than the process presented here. Here the user is
at once reactor designer, CAD technician and neutronicist, sig-
nificantly reducing the time and cost of carrying out preliminary
neutronics analyses.

2That is to say, not accounting for any penetrations through the breeding
blankets or non-breeding zones other than the divertors.
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The next major step in this work is to increase the hetero-
geneity of the model, particularly for the blankets and other
in-vessel components, to increase the fidelity of the simulation.
In the interest of keeping run-times low, a level of detail (ge-
ometry and heterogeneity) could be settled upon, providing the
user with sufficiently accurate integral parameter results (com-
pared with models with higher levels of detail), for the fastest
possible run-time.

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that the creation of 3-D CAD mod-
els for conceptual fusion reactor design need not take as long
as it presently does, and that crude neutronics results can be
obtained much faster than is the norm today. Using a reactor
design framework and the methodologies described here, one
can go from a 1-D systems code solution right up to integral
results from a simplified radiation transport simulation in a full
3-D 360◦ model in slightly over 45 minutes on a single 64-core
computer. This is thanks firstly to the use of automated, pa-
rameterised CAD model creation, and secondly to the use of
faceted geometry in Monte Carlo neutron transport codes.

The radiation transport model we have presented here is not
intended to be high-fidelity; the aim is rather to inform reac-
tor design through rapid Monte Carlo radiation transport sim-
ulations. Design permutations or parameter explorations thus
become possible, and regions of the design space can be con-
verged upon prior to carrying out more detailed design and anal-
ysis studies.
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